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Josiah Willard Gibbs
1839 – 1903 (New Haven, Connecticut)  

When he was awarded a 

doctorate from Yale in 1863 it 

was the first doctorate of 

engineering to be conferred in 

the United States.

Gibbs remained a bachelor, living in his surviving sister's household. In his later years 
he was a tall, dignified gentleman, with a healthy stride and ruddy complexion, 
performing his share of household chores, approachable and kind (if unintelligible) to 
students. Gibbs was highly esteemed by his friends, but U.S. science was too 
preoccupied with practical questions to make much use of his profound theoretical work 
during his lifetime. He lived out his quiet life at Yale, deeply admired by a few able 
students but making no immediate impress on U.S. science commensurate with his 
genius.

http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Mathematicians/Gibbs.html
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Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand von Helmholtz 
1821 (Potsdam, Germany) – 1894 (Berlin)

Helmholtz had 

served in the 

Prussian army in 

the fight against 

Napoleon. 

Helmholtz argued 

in favor of the 

conservation of 

energy using both 

philosophical 

arguments and 

physical arguments. 

http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Mathematicians/Helmholtz.html
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Gibbs Free “Energy”

Q:  Who the  *@%!  needs G?!?

A: “Convenience man, convenience!!!”

What did we learn and still remember about entropy?

/KJ 163     So

rxn,298 

Consider the following rxn (combustion, oxidation, formation):

H2(g) + ½O2(g)  H2O(ℓ),

kJ 286     Ho

rxn,298 

/KJ 609     So

surr,298 

How 

obtained

?

So is the rxn “Go” or “No Go”?
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Free Energies – There’s More Than One

Helmholtz Free Energy:  A  U – TS  =  state function

Gibbs Free Enthalpy:      G  H – TS  =  state function
“Energy” = A + PV     G – A  =  PV

OK, so what is the significance of A?

A   =   U – (TS)    =    U – TS   =   U – qrev,T =   wrev,T

[T]

AT =   wrev,T

For an isothermal process, the maximum work performed by a system 

is accomplished at the expense of a decrease in the A of the system.

A = Arbeitsfunktion (“work function”)

What is the significance of A or G?

A or G  =  (Total Energy) – (Tied-Up Energy)  =  Available Energy

Note:  The “w” here is all kinds of w:   w = wPV + wel + …

Free Energy Problems:  1 – 5.
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Who Needs G?

Who needs G if we have A?  Or what’s the problem with A?

To answer this, consider a chemical rxn whereby gases react/produced.

The maximum work a process may yield is not necessarily the amount of 

energy available for doing useful work, even though the process is 

conducted reversibly.  Why?

Because of the total amount of work possible, a certain amount has to be 

used for the performance of PV-work against the atmosphere (if gases 

are produced) due to the expansion of the system during the process:

wnet = wtotal – wexp/comp.

[Recall:  AT = wrev,T]

G is very experiment-friendly:

Who’s more famous, Gibbs or Helmholtz?
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What is the significance of G?

G  =  H – (TS)   =   H – TS  =  U + (PV) – qrev,T

[T]

=  wrev,T + (PV)  =  wrev,T,P + P(V) 
[P]

Note: wtotal =  wexp/comp + wother.

=  wrev,T,P:exp/comp +  wrev,T,P:other + P(V) 

=  wrev,T,P:other

GT,P =  wrev,T,P:OTHER

For an isothermal and isobaric process, the NET maximum work (i.e., 

other than against the confining atmosphere) performed by a system is 

accomplished at the expense of a decrease in the G of the system.
Note:  If only expansion/compression work (“PV-work”) is 

performed against the atmosphere, i.e., there is no electrical 

magnetic, surface tension, etc. work involved, then wother = 0.
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dG & G for Reversible vs. Irreversible Processes

Consider a chemical rxn in a system that’s open to the atmosphere

Use the Clausius Inequality:  dS  đq/T  (irrev/rev)

TdS   đq  =  dU – đw =  dU  – đwexp/comp – đwother

–PdV (Pin=pex=constant)

Note: A chemical rxn can occur (i.e. irreversibly) even if the work of 

expansion of the product gases against the confining atmosphere may be 

performed reversibly.

dH – d(PV)  =  dH – PdV
[P]

=  dH – đwother

dH – TdS   đwother 
[T]

dG  đwother, [T,P] G  wother, [T,P]

(compare with before)
(continued)
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G – A Convenient Criterion for Spontaneity

From before: G  wother, [T,P]
irreversible

reversible

Consider a chemical or physical process which may only consist of PV-work, wother = 0:

 G  0, [T,P]

GT,P < 0  for an irreversible (i.e., natural or spontaneous) process

GT,P = 0  for a reversible (i.e., equilibrium) process

GT,P > 0  for a non-spontaneous process

So, why is this G criterion “better” than the one we had with S?

How do these two criteria compare?  (See next slide.)

Recall: GT = H – TS
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Equivalency of the Two Criteria for Spontaneity

Entropy Criterion:    Stotal =  Srxn +    Ssurr >  0

Gibbs Criterion:
GT = H – TS

0]wP,[T,    0     
T

H
      S    

T

ΔG
other

rxn
rxn

rxn 




G of the system is an all-inclusive function:

It also indirectly incorporates into it the effect on the surroundings.

(A “built-in” function)

Spontaneity is  dependent on an energy factor and an entropy factor and the 

temperature of the process.  A rxn may be spontaneous at certain T’s, but not at others:

Driving Factor
GT = H – TS

[T,P,wother=0]
SH

Both– at all T’s+–

Enthalpy-driven– at low T’s––

Entropy-driven– at high T’s++

Non-Spontaneous+ at all T’s–+
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Differentials of Free Energy for a Pure Substance

G  H – TS

dG  = dH – TdS – SdT  =  dU + PdV + VdP – TdS – SdT 

đqrev = dU – đwrev =  

–PdV
(exp/comp only)

dGpv-w =  –SdT + VdP S   
T

G

P













V   

P

G

T












and

Prove that:

dA  =  –SdT – PdV S   
T

A

V













P   

V

A

T












and

(any conditions?)

Free Energy Problems:  3, 11, 20, 21.
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GT for Pure Substances (pv-w only)

Recall:   dGpv-w =  –SdT + VdP   G
T,pv-w

= VdP (any substance)

For an Ideal gas:  V = nRT/P   

For Solids/Liquids:  V  constant  GT,pv-w  VP (for sol/liq)

BUT, as we’ve seen earlier: Vgas  103Vs/l  Gg >> Gs/l, [T]

For Real Gases:
If we use the same approach as for an ideal gas, then for each 
type of real gas, i.e., van der Waals or virial or Redlich-Kwong, 
etc., where for each the V function is different, we would get 
different forms of the equation for G.

 gas)(for ideal  
1

2
w-pvT,

P

P
nnRT   ΔG 

)  (  nRT    G w-pvT, gasrealforn
1

2

X

X


(continued)

Wanted:  An equation for G for ALL real gases that is 
similar to that for an ideal gas, i.e., 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gilbert_N._Lewis

Lewis in the Berkeley Lab 

• In 1908 he published the first of several papers on relativity, in which he derived the 

mass-energy relationship in a different way from Albert Einstein's derivation.

• In 1916, he formulated the idea that a covalent bond consisted of a shared pair of 

electrons and defined the term odd molecule when an electron is not shared. His ideas on 

chemical bonding were expanded upon by Irving Langmuir and became the inspiration 

for the studies on the nature of the chemical bond by Linus Pauling.

• In 1919, by studying the magnetic properties of solutions of oxygen in liquid nitrogen, 

he found that O4 molecules were formed. This was the first evidence for tetratomic 

oxygen.

• In 1923, he formulated the electron-pair theory of acid-base reactions. In the so-called 

Lewis theory of acids and bases, a "Lewis acid" is an electron-pair acceptor and a 

"Lewis base" is an electron-pair donor.

• Students of chemistry learn about a notation system for the valence electrons which is 

known as the Lewis dot structure.

• Based on work by J. Willard Gibbs, it was known that chemical reactions proceeded to 

an equilibrium determined by the free energy of the substances taking part. Lewis spent 

25 years determining free energies of various substances. In 1923 he and Merle Randall 

published the results of this study and formalizing chemical thermodynamics.

• In 1926, he coined the term "photon" for the smallest unit of radiant energy.

• Lewis was the first to produce a pure sample of deuterium oxide (heavy water) in 1933. 

By accelerating deuterons (deuterium nuclei) in Ernest O. Lawrence's cyclotron, he was 

able to study many of the properties of atomic nuclei.

• In the last years of his life, he established that phosphorescence of organic molecules 

involves an excited triplet state (a state in which electrons that would normally be paired 

with opposite spins are instead excited to have their spin vectors in the same direction) 

and measured the magnetic properties of this triplet state.

• During his career he published on many other subjects besides those mentioned in this 

article, ranging from the nature of light quanta to the economics of price stabilization.

• He died at age 70 of a heart attack while working in his laboratory in Berkeley.

Gilbert Newton Lewis
1875 (Weymouth, Massachusetts) – 1946 (Berkeley, CA) 

http://notes.chem.usyd.edu.au/course/masters/Chem1/Special%20Topics/

Acids%20Bases%20Amphoterism/lewis.htm

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/4/45/GN_Lewis_large.jpg
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Activity & Fugacity

f  fugacity  escaping tendency of a substance from a certain state
(units of pressure, see later)

For example: fliq fvap

At equilibrium:

fliq = fvap

(Rvaporization =  Rcondensation) 

Gilbert N. Lewis:      G   nRTℓnf + constant

] T,[    ,nRT  G      GG 12 s substancepuren
1

2

f

f


a  activity  f/fo

] T,[    ,nRT  G      GG 12 s substancepuren
1

2

a

a


If G1=Go, f1=fo = 1 bar, atm:  G   Go + nRTℓna ao=1

(continued)
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a =f For a gas:  fo1

For a solid/liquid (from before):  

1

2

1

2

a

a

f

f
nn  nRT  nRT  GT 

(as before)

Ggas >> Gsol/liq  0 a  1

1

2
T

P

P
nRT   ΔG nFor an ideal gas (recall):

  activity coefficient 
P

f
1 γ

0P



lima =f = P

Summary Notes:
•  is another dimensionless measure of the deviation from ideal gas behavior

• f is a “corrected pressure” property – “corrected” for intermolecular forces

• a, f,  = f(P,T)

Interim Conclusion:  So we have a relation for G for a real gas 

that mimics that for an ideal gas.

BUT:  How do we calculate  and thus “f”?  [See next slide.]
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Determination of the Activity Coefficients (f/P) of Gases

Recall:  G   Go + nRTℓna fRT  G    G
o

n

f   Gd            dPV T ndRT       

(we’ll just use “f”)

before

dP
RT

V
    fd n Define:

P

RT
  V    α  α  

P

RT
    V 

dP
RT

α
Pd    dP

RT

α
dP

P

1
    dP

RT

α  PRT
    fd 


 nn 

dP
RT

α
    

P

f
d n dP

RT

α
    γd n 





P   

0P

   γ

1γ

αdP
RT

1
    γd n






P   

0P

αdP
RT

1
    γn



P

area under  curve

Recall:   = f(P,T)

VP
graphical

can do analytical integration 
if =f(P) is known

integration

At a

specific

T:

P
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Relation Between Fugacity and Pressure for Some Gases

CO2 @ 60oCNH3 @ 200oCH2 @ 100oC


f

(atm)


f

(atm)


f

(atm)

P

(atm)

1010100

0.92823.20.95423.91.0125.325

0.85642.80.91345.71.0351.550

0.70470.40.84884.81.05105100

0.45591.00.7201441.11222200

0.3731120.6421931.17351300

1.23492400

1.30650500

(Maron & Lando, p. 338)

Free Energy Problems:  12 – 17.


